Computers have been a part of the architectural profession for almost half a century yet it is only in the last decade that they have become commonplace. Now, they exist in virtually every office and every school of architecture across the country. Early uses of the computer concentrated almost exclusively on the quantitative, formulaic side of architecture and largely ignored the creative process. As a result, there is a perceptible resistance to using computers in the design studio. Few designers believe the computer can help them to design. So how can the computer be used to stimulate design thinl<ing and the creative process? In IVlitchel Resnick's Turtles. Termites and Traffic Jams^. the chapter Simulation and Stimulation emphasizes the difference between how the computer is used in many areas todaysimulationand how it could be used instead to stimulate and develop the user's thinking. This is no less true in architectural practice; we use the computer only to simulate and represent previously created designs. In education, many still view the computer as merely a mechanism for presentation. This paper describes a process that involves computers in a new way in design thinking.^The computer is on the one hand entirely necessary, since the program and therefore the process
Thresholdsl 6 28 viewed in a different way, and answers sometimes appear to be more obvious.
The students currently enrolled in my class this semester are formulating their initial ideas for projects and beginning to learn the syntax of the language. Since learning to program is not the aim of the class, there is extensive support from me, and from each other, to find ways in which to make the computer "do something useful" for them. It is not an easy task, yet one by one they are taking control of the computer and of the situation. Each of them has overcome the first significant hurdle of writing a successful procedure that creates a graphical output on the screen. Ususally, the results are entirely different from traditional sketching; but in this class results cannot be judged by product alone. At this early stage, the students' verbalized thoughts and ideas are beyond their computation skills, yet they are already talking about process versus product, how the computer can help them, where their design ideas are heading and so on. The need to be both explicit and highly precise about every separate design move can be a hindrance in other settings; for this reason the computer does not easily perform as a sketch design tool in the conventional sense but the purpose of sketching does not lie in its aesthetic quality and appearance. Early sketching occurs to formulate and discover both the design question and potential solutions to that question. In class, the students are sketching in computer terms. They are attempting to formulate the design question through their scripting, and the computer's response to them forms a world of potential answers to explore. Examination of those answers can lead back to the reformulation of the design question.
Two students from last year, who continued their work in the subsequent semester, give a glimpse of the quality of results possible. Derek Fisher and Albert Presti were in the penultimate semester of the Master of Architecture program, and both completed their thesis projects the following semester. In both cases, the work they completed for this class had a marked effect on their chosen thesis topics.
At the start of the semester, Derek was working on another project that was exploring Tatlin's tower and suggested this might be a suitable subject of investigation. Albert wanted to combine the class with his current studio project. He mentioned that the site was on a heavily wooded slope, and he wanted to explore the nature of the feeling he had when visiting the site and sketching the trees.
Derek's first designs centred around attempting to model Tatlin's tower on the computer, but he was encouraged to separate his investigation of the tower from creating an actual representation of it. He began to focus on the spiral forms within the tower and, during the course of the semester, developed an algorithm for the representation of three dimensional spirals in general. By doing so, he not only had to learn about the mathematics of spiral representation, but, more importantly, he had tô >1^V "^V^ examine the tower itself in much greater detail. He discovered that there is no single 'Tatlin's Tower' as such, since there are many different versions and many different designs that Tatlin explored. All of them differ somewhat in the nature and mathematics of the spirals involved and how they interacted. Through using his algorithm, Derek generated not only the spirals in the model most often associated with Tatlin's tower, he also generated some of the other designs Tatlin worked on.
He even suggested some forms he thought Tatlin might have explored if the designer had had access to the same technology.
Albert's work began with an algorithm for the generation of a very simple branching structure that bore only a superficial resemblance to a tree. At the same time, his studio thinking was at the level of consideration of structure and form, and he had begun to model similar treelike roof structures in wood. His initial thinking was very simplified, but the writing of the algorithm made him think more closely about roof structures, the loads they must carry, how many of them work together to support a single roof, and how he could vary the different parameters available to him to achieve the desired effect without compromising performance.
The cyclical process of exploration, testing, refinement, and further exploration occurred with all the students. As the semester progressed into the following one, both Albert and Derek refined their ideas and consequently the imagery the computer produced. They took additional time to modify the poor graphical output by rendering the results, but by that time they understood that the computer rendering was merely a trick of presentation rather than an occupation worthy of their complete attention. Prior to the class, students often see the production of highly rendered images as an important part of the design process; long hours spent creating complex models are substitutes for actual design work.
By taking this class, this classic computer design trap is made apparent and therefore avoided. Students soon become used to the poor quality of the initial graphical output and in so doing are made aware of the different languages of representation used in all aspects of the design process. Some of the images shown here are visually appealing, but they do not tell the whole story and must be seen as a part of the process of representing the students' abstract ideas concerning design and the process of design.
Derek's procedure generated more than just the spirals in Tatlin's tower; he was able to subsequently explore the relationship between algorithmic design and its use in creating highly organic forms, work that exerted an indirect influence on his final thesis project. Albert's work developed into a program able to generate different forms of complex roof structures, which he was able to make use of in both the design project of that semester and in his final thesis project. The algorithm allowed him to explore the effects of different appearances of that structure.
There are limitations to this process inherent in the software used, which is not designed for this type of activity. Thresholdsie > 30 It is taking a while for the students in the current class to become used to the minimal quality of line from Mini-Cad, which is exact but not expressive. Yet at the same time, they are excited by how much more they can do with this process than they can on paper. As the procedures progress, they are able to generate many different versions at every stage, and it is by comparing these versions that design conversations really happen. Traditional studio teaching encourages exploration of many design variations to develop student ideas, but in this case the exploration is not simply encouraged, it is a necessary part of the process. As a student works through a set of variations, and begins to talk about why one is better than another, she becomes aware of her own thought processes. Both Albert and Derek separately spoke of how the class had given them the opportunity to discover their own preferred style of design. This was not a superficial style, but a deep seated sense of what common themes run through their work in all of their projects. Developing a self awareness of personal style in every student is a difficult task for a design studio, but by using a computer to generate their ideas, this class gives students the opportunity to do that. Derek Fisher's thesis is a continuation of fiis expenences in this class. The images on the next page provided the foundation for his thesis which appears on the following pages.
